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Elina Hakonen-Meddings is the Deputy Head of Unit "Macro-
regions, Transnational, Interregional Cooperation, IPA, Enlargement" 
in the European Commission's Directorate General for Regional and 
Urban policy.  
She has more than 20 years of experience of working with the 
European Structural and Investments funds and Cohesion policy.
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Laurent Frideres is Head of Unit for Evidence and Outreach at ESPON EGTC. He
co-ordinates applied research projects, targeted analyses and evidence
support, territorial monitoring and tools, and outreach activities to inspire
policy makers. The ESPON 2020 Cooperation Programme promotes and fosters
a European territorial dimension in development and cooperation by providing
evidence, knowledge transfer and policy learning to public authorities and
other policy actors at all levels. Before joining ESPON, Laurent was a senior
manager at PwC and he worked as a consultant for DG Growth on digital
entrepreneurship, business innovation, clusters and SME performance.
Previously, Laurent was a lecturer in economic geography at the University of
Cambridge. His research interests focused on regional economic development,
industrial clusters and transnational knowledge networks. Laurent holds a PhD
in Economic Geography and an MPhil in Geographical Information Systems and
Remote Sensing from the University of Cambridge and an MA in Pacific Asian
Studies from the School of Oriental and African Studies.
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New narratives: 
what has changed?
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Changes from 2010-2020

European Territorial Reference Framework10 26 April 2019

 The 2008 economic crisis lasting impacts: It revealed the weaknesses of key common 
policies and the contradictory impact of Cohesion policies
 Travel and tourism accelerated growth: From 2 trillion U.S. dollars in 2006 to more than 

2.50 in 2017
 The refugee crisis challenged core European values: 1.4 million non-EU nationals, 

excluding asylum seekers and refugees arrived in the EU each year (2010-2013)
 Migration flows: Germany has the higher ratio of immigrants, about 15%
 Africa’s demographic growth: 1.1 billion inhabitants now, it will rise to 2.4 billion by 2050 

according UN.
 Security is becoming a major concern in Europe
 Euroscepticism and “retrospective feelings: antiglobalisation, national-populism
 The Brexit process



Population and employment dynamics
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Changes from 2010-2020
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 Growth of the internet from 2000 to 2010: almost all European 
citizens are Internet users
 Digital monopolies have grown worldwide: Google, Facebook 

and Amazon, Huawei…
 Electrification of energy markets: Battery electric vehicles from 10 

million to 200 million 2012 to 2017
 Oil prices have been declining: about 50$, after having a 135$ 

peak in 2008.
 Increasing trade within Europe and world blocks
 China launched in 2015 the new Silk Road: Belt an Road 

Initiative: 60 countries, primarily in Asia and Europe, US$4–8 trillion

Source: Bloomberg

Source: International Telecommunications Union statistics



Geographies of digitalisation
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Europe’s challenges today: 
social fragmentation, 
networked interdependencies 
& territorial mismatch
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Poland, 24 May 2015 / Brexit, 23 June 2016 / Germany, 24 September 2017 / 
Austria, 15 October 2017 / Italy, 4 March 2018 / ... 

“Geographies of discontent” : Economic relative expectations may explain political fragmentation

Regional GDP per 
capita in relation to 
each Member State 
average 

ESPON ETRF
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Territorial mismatch between “functions” and “jurisdictions” (political difficulty to fulfil citizens demands)
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Fragmentation (“place-based”)…
 …a political dimension (e.g. discontent)
 …an social an economic dimension (e.g. disparities)

 …a cultural dimension (e.g. diversity)

Interdependencies (“network-based”)…
 Digital technologies subvert distances: Proximity in terms of “connection”

 Network industries create “new territorialities” (e.g. global digital markets)

 Increasing flows at all scales and therefore spill-overs and externalities

Key Territorial Challenge: How to govern fragmentation and interdependencies
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Quality of Government is heterogeneous, and it is not improving everywhere  

Source: “Quality of Government Institute, University of Gotheborg (2018) 

EQI 2010 EQI 2017



Looking forward towards 
2030 and 2050
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 Singular Technologies (virtual/material)

 Networked Economies (connected/unplugged)

 Fluid Societies (“anywheres”/”nowheres”)

 Environmental Risks (local/global)

 Reactive Governments (efficiency/legitimacy)
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e.g. Environmental trends 

Preparing the European Territory to live with “Pervasive Uncertainty”

• Decoupled urban mobility and shifted to soft modes, 
• Increase and more diversified in interurban mobility
• Lower energy intensity and more renewal sources, 35% renewal in 2030 (50% in 2050)
• Resource consumption decoupled from growth (e.g. water, materials, food, land…)  
• Recycling waste as new resources in more circular and efficient economies
• Limited urbanisation: it may still grow at 1.000 km2 per year to 2030, but no more land taken in 2050.
• Reduced CO2 emissions: reduction up to 30% in 2030 (and 50% in 2050)
• Increasing risks because of Climate Change hitting asymmetrically Europe
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Preparing the European Territory to live with “Pervasive Uncertainty”

Increasing risks because of Climate Change hitting asymmetrically Europe



Territorial implications
& territorial scenarios
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Exacerbation of the missmatch between “spatial development processes” and “territorial jurisdictions”
 Emerging networks overpass existing territories

 Many places affected by policies decided on other 
territories

 The political geography as “territories of mutually 
exclusive sovereignty” becomes less efficient and 
legitimate

 The paramount challenge is “reinventing 
democracy in the society of networks”

 What governance requires new “functional” 
areas?
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The European political geography is changing:

• From hierarchical top down governments to more horizontal governance processes –

multilevel, multi-stakeholders and public-private partnership agreements

• From political institutions attached to territories (“areas with mutually exclusive 

sovereignty”) to specialised functional areas (areas with fuzzy borders, or no borders, 

delineated according to a given policy, overlapped to other functional areas)

What new governance is needed for functional areas?
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2050

Territorial Governance Scenarios: Alternative political geographies for the future of Europe

Muddling Through

Enabling Cooperation New Territorialities

Post-territorialism
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“Enabling  cooperation” (2030)
Enabling Cooperation

Dominant principle “Enhanced cooperation”

Government 

paradigm
Enabling

Governance 

paradigm

Multilevel “place-based” governance. 
Intergovernmental agreements at all 

scales

Functional areas as 

“new territorialities”

Enabling cross-border local, 
interregional and transnational 

functional areas (e.g euroregions. 
macroregions)   

Legal Form  of 

cooperation

Enabled EGTC by harmonising 
national regulations

Spatial Development Promotion of urban networks
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Impact of the economic integration assumed in the “Enabling Cooperation” Scenario: economic growth

+0,2% annual average GDP increase”  2018-2035 • Higher trade flows among EU countries (“production 
integration effect”); 

• Higher decrease in non-tariffs barriers (“proximity effect to 
larger markets”);

• Higher trust within and among countries (“social effect”);

• Higher quality of government (“institutional effect”);

• Stronger cooperation networks among cities (“cooperation 
effect”)

• Higher exports (“market integration effect”)

• Cohesion policies will be reformed, the budget maintained and 
integrated into a single fund focused on improving quality of 
governance, particularly in relation to cross-border functional 
areas, also targeted to borders with neighbouring countries.

• Redistribution of the European budget in favour of new fields -
security and migration - decreasing the share of budget 
devoted to cohesion policies and CAP, setting national shares 
to the levels decided in the document of May 29, 2018, and 
maintaining regional shares as in the 2014-2020 programming 
period.



New (economic) geographical narratives and place-based responses31 11 April 2019

PIB per capita in 
relation to each 
Member State average 

PIB per capita in 
relation to each 
Member State average 

Impact of the economic integration assumed in the “Enabling Cooperation” Scenario:  disparities



Conclusions
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Conclusions: new narratives

33

 We live in “Pervasive Uncertainty”: technology is the driver for accelerated change, 
how to reinvent democracy in the “Society of Networks” is the paramount territorial 
challenge

 The “European political geography” is changing: new “functional areas” emerge from 
local to continental scale, functional geographies require better governance structures 

 The relevance of territorial challenges has to be taken into account (fragmentation, 
increasing flows and interdependencies and mismatch between administrative and 
functional areas…)

 Promoting the improvement of the quality of local and regional governments 
everywhere in Europe remains a priority given the new political challenges and the more 
complex political geography to deal with

European Territorial Reference Framework 22 May 2019



Place-based responses for future policies

34 European Territorial Reference Framework 26 April 2019

Governance
Planning
Investment

Policies and 
interventions for 
functional areas

Local and regional 
integrated 
strategies

Strengthening
capacities

Supporting tools for 
integrated 

development

Joint investment within 
and beyond INTERREG
Multi-fund approach
More flexibility and 
simplification of ITIs, 
CLLDs etc.

A Europe closer to 
citizens

Cooperation
Coordination

Leadership

Territorial
Thematic
Financial

Public-private
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Ms. Merja HAAPAKKA, Policy Coordinator in the REGIO unit DDG.03
“Inclusive Growth, Urban and Territorial Development, with more
than 20 years experience from different areas of EU cohesion policy
and cooperation with the EU Structural and Investment Funds,
other EU policies, EU Institutions and intergovernmental level.
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Liviu Bailesteanu is working in the Ministry of Regional Development
and Public Administration from Romania since 2008. In 2017 he
became director of the policy and strategy unit, being responsible
with the informal cooperation for territorial cohesion and urban
matters. Mr Liviu Bailesteanu coordinates, at technical level, the
activities on territorial cohesion and urban matters of the Romanian
Presidency for the Council of the European Union.
Born in 1981 in Bucharest, Romania, he graduated the Faculty of
Urbanism and the Master for Spatial Planning and Regional
Development from the University for Architecture and Urban
Planning Ion Mincu from Bucharest.
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Designing an intervention 
logic based on territorial 
specificities
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Territories with geographic specificities 
(TGS) are diverse

Territories with geographic specificities43 22 May 2019

 Some TGS territories are struggling other 
are dynamic
 Mountains

 Islands

 Sparsely populated areas

 Coastal areas

 There is no statistically significant pattern 
of social or economic laggardness 
associated with geographic disparities

 However, territorial and sectoral policies 
could be more effective and efficient 
if they take geographic specificity into 
account



Geographic specificities 
as policy making levers 

Territories with geographic specificities44 22 May 2019

Mountains, islands, sparsely populated areas, coasts are identified 
based on historical heritage, cultural norms, social practices…
They are useful in different ways:
 Social cohesion: They are often associated with strong territorial identities, and 

help bring actors closer (including diasporas)
 Territorial governance: strong local and regional coalitions of actors are built 

around them
 Territorial policies: their strong brand and unique features help to justify more 

place-based policies



Geographic specificities 
are complex objects of study

Territories with geographic specificities45 22 May 2019

Combinations of ‘objective factors of 
constraint’ make TGS territories 
different from ‘mainstream’ ones
 These differences impact all aspects of 

their economic, social and ecological 
development 
However, they cannot be reduced to a 

‘combination of objectives factors of 
constraint’: Each TGS is first and 
foremost a cultural and social 
construct



Formulating narratives for 
territories with geographic 
specificities
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Mountain narrative

Territories with geographic specificities47 22 May 2019

 Rapid climate change, generating specific issues 
(e.g. winter tourism, landslides)

 High renewable energy production potential

 Difficulty of promoting sustainable forms of tourism 
and of capitalising on protected areas

 Challenge of retaining active population, seasonality 
and multiactivity tends to be the norm in many areas

 Fostering innovation, e.g. in provision of services of 
general interest, but also in the use of the mountain 
brand for product promotion

 Challenge of improved multi-level governance, weak 
tradition of cooperation beyond local communities and 
valleys



Island narrative

Territories with geographic specificities48 22 May 2019

 Connectivity challenges: market actors do not 
spontaneously offer the transport services islanders need

 Energy provision and production, already focused on by 
the clean energy in islands initiative

 Tourism often generates excessive pressures on local 
communities and on natural resources (e.g. water)

 Bottlenecks and structural imbalances limit economic 
development, e.g. with respect to limited higher education 
opportunities

 Small and closely-knit communities can be an asset, but 
they also generate clientelism and difficulties for public 
regulation of economic activities



Narrative for sparsely 
populated areas

Territories with geographic specificities49 22 May 2019

 Essential differences between northernmost Europe (NSPA) 
and in the rest of Europe

 NSPA: external frontiers and an interface to the Arctic, extensive natural 
resources, inhabitants tend to live in towns; nain economic limitation in 
NSPA is the lack of people

 Other SPAs are a sub-category of rural inner peripheries

 Some elements for a joint narrative:

 Need to rethink the future place of natural resources in the 
construction of the regional model of society when designing measures to 
engage in post-staples activities

 Providing transport infrastructure adapted to economic development 
perspectives, and accompanying these investments with soft measures

 The key challenge is to ensure a socially sustainable future, i.e. enable 
local communities to provide the services and living environment that 
make them resilient



Narrative for coastal areas

Territories with geographic specificities50 22 May 2019

 Coastal areas concentrate economic activities, but are 
particularly fragile: policies reconciling conservation needs 
and economic development ambitions are needed

 Climate change enhances exposure to extreme weather 
events

 Preserving biodiversity in this context requires careful 
planning

 In many coastal areas, uncontrolled tourism development is 
a major threat for local communities (real estate prices) and 
for the environment. 

 Multisectoral coordination is therefore particularly 
important, especially as maritime policies also operate in 
coastal areas



Policy perspectives
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TGS can be “keys” to design 
and implement complex policies

Territories with geographic specificities52 22 May 2019

 Territorial policies try to triangulate challenges to be addressed with local/regional governance 
processes and institutional setups

 In many contexts, the complexity of this message makes it impossible to convey 
 spatially blind sectoral approach prevail

 However, all actors intuitively know what a mountain, sparsely populated area, island and 
coast is

 Most actors understand that living conditions can be different in these territories

Therefore, TGS can function as a “key” to convey messages on:

 The need for territorial differentiated policies

 The need for intersectoral coordination

 The potential leverage from multi-level territorial governance in policy design and 
implementation



Policy perspectives for TGS: 
underlying principles

Territories with geographic specificities53 22 May 2019

 Geographic specificities are a 
territorial governance challenge

 In spite of the diversity of situations, 
some issues are shared by most 
territories within each TGS category

 Targeting TGS categories helps make 
EU policies less abstract and brings 
them closer to European citizens

 Federating TGS across Europe helps 
make their voice heard in interactions 
with sectoral policies

 TGS are cases in point on the need 
for place based policies



Promoting soft territorial cooperation
with focus on geographic specificities

Territories with geographic specificities54 22 May 2019

Keys for a more balanced and prosperous development in TGS can be found 
by targeting their interactions with other regions
 Complex and challenging issues require integrated territorial policies

 TGS tend to have territorial governance challenges
By organizing exchanges of good practice, and by giving more visibility to the 

issues they are facing, EU policies could make a difference
 The objective would be to support ‘soft’, result-oriented forms of cooperation 

between actors concerned by geographic specificity
Dealing with TGS in their interactions with other territories
Without creating any additional administrative or institutional layers
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Thomas Fleury is Head of the Joint Secretariat (JS) of the Interreg Alpine Space
programme (www.alpine-space.eu), in Munich - Germany. He holds a degree in
business and management, as well as in spatial planning and protection of
mountain regions. Thomas gained work experience in mountain and sustainable
development related projects in the Savoy region, before he joined the French
Alpine Club headquarters in Paris in 2000. There he was in charge of
international relations and mountain protection issues. In early 2004 he joined
the JS as Project Officer. Since 2006 he has led the JS as Team Coordinator and
since 2016 as Head.



Th i s  p r og r am m e i s co- f i nanced b y the Eur op ean  R eg i ona l  D ev e l op m ent  Fund .

Interreg Alpine Space
The territorial dimension of cooperation

Interreg Annual Meeting | Bucharest - RO | May 22-23, 2019 Thomas Fleury
Joint Secretariat
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Interreg Alpine Space at a glance.
• 7 partner states

• 450.000 km2

• 70 million inhabitants

• Budget: € 139 million

17

4

14

14

49
projects
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Alpine specificities…
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• Picture Tirol on risks
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• Picture hydropower - istock
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© Parc national de la Vanoise – GOTTI Christophe
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…and wider dynamics.
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Alpine specificities… but not only
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Alpine specificities… but not only
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Tackling remoteness.
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New challenges.
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The answer: PlurAlps.



2021+ Territorial approach reloaded.  

2007-2013

78

2014-2020 2021+



Stakeholder involvement.
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Policy support and reaching citizens.

80

INTERREG = Living the idea of Europe



Essentials for 2021-2027.

• Territorial dimension as a driver – Alps2050 

• Flexibility for the unexpected

• Taking advantage of stakeholder commitment

• Policy support – EUSALP is on board

• Alpine Space ready to “reinvent itself“ and go new ways

81



Thank you for the attention!

Thomas Fleury
Head of JS

Interreg Alpine Space programme
thomas.fleury@alpine-space.eu 
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As head of the policy unit, Nicolas is in charge of all content related matters of the
Interreg Europe programme. He manages the Policy Officers team whose
responsibilities range from advising applicants, assessing project applications and
monitoring running projects. The unit is also responsible for the implementation
of the Policy Learning Platform.
Before joining interregional cooperation in 2003, Nicolas worked for various
regional authorities in UK and in France on economic development and
information society issues. In particular, he managed a series of projects
supported through Structural Funds programmes (e.g. cross border and
transnational cooperation, Innovative Actions, Objectives 1 and 2). He was
member of the board of Directors of ERIS@ (European Regional Information
Society Association) in the early 2000s. Nicolas holds Masters degrees in Political
Sciences (Lille, France) and in European Management Strategy (Stoke-on-Trent,
UK).



The territorial dimension 
in Interreg Europe

Workshop ‘Territorial approach in the new Interreg programmes’
22 May 2019

Nicolas Singer
Head of Unit | Interreg Europe Secretariat
n.singer@interregeurope.eu



Programme rationale
Exchange of experience to improve regional development policies, in 
particular Structural Funds (SF) programmes



Programme rationale

 Territorial tools not used at programme level

 Territorial dimension still fully embedded (project level)

Section 4 of CP – ‘Integrated approach to territorial development’

Pan 
European

programme

Exchange 
of 

experience 

Focus 
regional 
policies



Integrated approach: projects examples
Examples: CLLD & ITI



Territorial dimension: application stage

Demonstrating 
territorial need

Territorial context requested
for each participating region



Territorial dimension: application stage
Territorial dimension reflected in the issue addressed for 
23% of running projects (59 out of 258)

edge cities

urban / rural



Territorial dimension: examples

Entrepreneurship policies in EU 
outermost region 

Innovation capacity of SMEs in 
island regions

Low carbon economy in 
edge cities

Preservation of river deltas

Energy policy in remote 
regions

Cultural heritage in 
mountain regions



Territorial dimension: application stage

Mixing well 
advanced & 

less advanced 
regions

 Solidarity principle (cohesion puts into practice) 

 Only 2 projects (out of 258) do not comply (spin off of Vanguard initiative)

Selection criterion 3: ‘Quality of partnership’



Territorial dimension: implementation stage

Creation of 
stakeholder 

group in each 
region

 Key players of the territory involved

 Multi level governance tool



Territorial dimension: implementation stage
Reporting per region / policy addressed 

National level can be addressed and 
influenced by local / regional level



Territorial dimension: implementation stage
Monitoring policy change per region



Monitoring territorial effect (phase 2)

Territorial dimension: implementation stage



Conclusion
Territorial dimension at the heart of cohesion policy 
Interreg: important contributor to ‘territorial solidarity’

Interreg post 2020:
 Better rooted in territorial needs; e.g. 

o better linkage with local / regional / national policies?
o direct support of relevant policy makers (long term impact)? 

 Contribution to functional areas
 Clearer territorial objectives / indicators for ETC programmes?



Thank you!
www.interregeurope.eu



Interreg Europe secretariat
Les Arcuriales, Entrée D, 5e étage 

45 rue de Tournai, 59000 Lille, France

info@interregeurope.eu
www.interregeurope.eu

mailto:info@interregeurope.eu
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GAMPER

Peter Gamber holds a Magister for business management at University
of Innsbruck – Austria). From 2002 to 2010 he was coordination JS of CBC
Interreg Italy-Austria, and regional coordination of Italy-Swizerland.
From 2010 he has been responsible of the work of the Managing
Authority CBC Italy-Austria, MA ERDF Aut. Province of Bolzano.



CLLD approach 
in CBC Italy-Austria 2014-20

Peter Gamper

Interreg annual event

Bukarest 22-23 May 2019



“Community Led Local Development” is a 
bottom-up local development method to 
engage local actors in the design and 
delivery of strategies, decision-making and 
resource allocation for the development of 
their rural areas and to address social, 
economic and environmental challenges.



Area



4 territorial strategies



Strategy Management Small sized projects Medium sized projects Total

Dolomiti 
Live 595.000,00 € 799.000,00 € 2.956.000,00 € 4.350.000,00 €

HEurOpen 445.000,00 € 708.160,00 € 2.071.840,00 € 3.225.000,00 €
Terra 

Raetica 325.834,00 € 471.750,00 € 2.729.335,00 € 3.526.919,00 €

Wipptal 243.000,00 € 803.223,00 € 978.777,00 € 2.025.000,00 €

Total 1.608.834,00 € 2.782.133,00 € 8.735.952,00 € 13.126.919,00 €

Approved CBC-ERDF budget

Total: ERDF + National funds = 15 Mln. 

Financial Plan



EAFRD ERDF

CBC Management 

National / 
regional 

funds
EAFRD

National local action 
Group’s (One stop 

shop approach)

Project (CLLD 
Interreg)

Project
(Leader)

National 
Local 

Action 
Group 

National 
Local 

Action 
Groups 

Project
(Leader)

Structure

CBC - ERDF



Implementation

 Tools to implement the strategy

- Common cross border management

- Fund for small sized projects

- Regular (medium sized) projects

- Multilevel governance between CBC CLLD and EGTC

(„Europaregion Tirol Südtirol Trentino“  and 

„Euregio senza confini – ohne Grenzen“)

 Creating a cross border identity

- Basis are the strong cultural and historical links

- Progressive elimination of border obstacles

- Defining common development goals

- Establishment of cross border functional relations



Political added
value

Institutional
added value

Socioeconomical
added value

Sociocultural
added value

Added value in 
terms of

implemention of
Europe 2020

Added value through CBC CLLD 



Call for Projects

- Projects presented within the scope of dedicated calls

- Preparation and definition of selection criteria by LAG

- MA and Regional Coordination Units have an advisory and 

monitoring function

- Small sized projects up to 50.000 €

- Medium sized projects up to 200.000 €



Approved projects

https://www.terraraetica.eu/


Medium Sized Project: Fall Factor Reduction
Beneficiaries: MICADO SMART ENGINEERING GmbH, DOLOMITICERT SCARL + Mountain Rescue Service Südtirol 
Hochpustertal

Examples of 
implementation

- Reduction of injuries following accidental falls along the 
equipped trails in the alpine environment. 



Small Sized Project: Sommercampus
Beneficiaries: Municipality of Innervillgraten / Association Plodar/ Sappada

Examples of 
implementation



Contact

Peter Gamper 

Managing Authority Interreg V – IT-AT

Joint Secretary – Bolzano/Bozen (ITA)

Tel: +39 0471 41 3180 

E-mail: gs-sc@provincia.bz.it

Homepage: www.interreg.net

mailto:gs-sc@provinz.bz.it


WS 2 – TECHNICAL SESSION

Baiba LIEPA

Policy officer on macro-regional strategies in Interact 
interregional programme 2014-2020



WS 2 – TECHNICAL SESSION

Baiba
Liepa

Baiba Liepa is currently working as a programme manager in Interact III Programme. Her scope of
responsibility is to provide services supporting exchanges across the EU macro-regional
strategies.

When she joined Interact in 2010, she was responsible for planning and delivering services for
implementation of the EU Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region. This has been very interesting,
intensive and demanding time. It provided her with a great knowledge and in depth
understanding of a macro-regional governance as well as cooperation value. It also revealed
several cooperation challenges that have to be overcome to reach common objectives.

With the four EU macro-regional strategies being adopted and their support structures being
established, Interact III Programme changed its focus from providing services to a specific EU
macro-regional strategy to supporting mutual learning and exchanges across these strategic
frameworks, especially focusing on the role of Interreg. Baiba is assure that cooperation and
coordination among programmes and projects is the only way we can make a real change and
improve lives of European citizens!

Before joining Interact, Baiba has been working in the managing authorities of two cross-border
cooperation programmes: Latvia – Lithuania Cross-Border Cooperation Programme 2007-2013
and Estonia – Latvia – Russia Cross-Border Cooperation Programme within European
Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument 2017-2013.



Macro-region: framework for 
territorial development 
Interreg and EU macro-regional strategies
22 May 2019  I  Bucharest, Romania

Baiba Liepa, Interact



Macro-regional strategies

• are integrated policy/strategic  frameworks;

• define common/shared challenges faced by a 
territory;

• requires close coordination to achieve economic, 
social and territorial cohesion;

• concern 19 EU Member States and 8 non-EU 
countries;

• have defined governance.



Cohesion policy proposal for post-2020

• defines cooperation is a horizontal objective of the Cohesion Policy post-2020;

• encourages synergies across funding programmes within and across the Member 
States (and countries); 

• promotes actions and investments which have a higher EU added value when 
implemented jointly;  

• clearly states that cooperation, alignment and synergies go beyond well established 
cooperation in Interreg.



Thematic relevance



Experiences from Interreg

• support to seed funding;

• support to relevant transnational/macro-regional projects;

• support to capitalisation activities (e.g. project platforms/project poles);

• collaborations between projects & networks; 

• cooperation between programmes;

• support to governance.



What macro-regional strategies offer

• serve more coordinated regional development and delivery of EU policies;

• provide grounds for coordination across various stakeholders and sectors;

• encourage and support coordination across different actions/ projects/ 
programmes; 

• MRS build on transnational collaboration; 

• promote and support cooperation ‘kick-off’ activities;

• offer various support options (diversity of operations, timing flexibility).



How to continue

• evaluate current support provided and introduce change;

• be proactive and plan together;

• build on Interreg strength;

• connect Interreg, mainstream and other funds’/programmes’ investments;

• test, learn, innovate;

• follow the MRS developments (reviews of Action Plans and discussions on 
embedding);

• showcase good examples!
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